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AS KNOWLEDGE STORAGE SYStems grow in size and complexity, it becomes unreasonable to expect that users always know enough about the data and how the data are organized to construct accurate and useful queries. Even when a system has syntactic utilities for building queries, users continue to compose queries that contain misconceptions, are too general, or are bound to fail. Cooperative-answering strategies seek to detect such situations and collaborate automatically with users to find the information that the users are seeking. They provide users with additional information, 1,2 intermediate answers, 3 qualified answers, 4 or alternative queries. 5 One form of cooperative behavior involves providing associated information that is relevant to a query. [6] [7] [8] [9] Relaxation-generalizing a query to capture neighboring information-is a means to obtain possibly relevant information. A cooperative-answering system described here uses relaxation to identify automatically new queries that are related to the user's original query. For large databases, many relaxations might be possible. Therefore, the system incorporates methods to control relaxation: user constraints restrict the relaxation, and heuristics order the relaxed queries. The methods extend to incorporate semantic information from electronic thesaurii. The system has been implemented as a prototype query constructor.
These methods combine to form a declarative, domain-independent method that lets users tailor queries through the exploration of semantic relationships. The methods work in concert with the user to provide a queryanswering system that answers not just the user's literal query, but the intended query.
Cooperative answering and relaxation
Cooperative-answering strategies use semantic information-information about the data-to analyze queries and their potential search trees. Integrity constraints over a database form one such body of information. They can be used to detect queries that are certain to fail, redundant (which indicates possible misconceptions on the user's part), or overabundant (that is, the answers will be very large). For example, if an integrity constraint over a travel database says that no flights leave Chicago's Midway Airport after 10 p.m., a cooperative answer to the query "List all flights from Midway Airport that leave between 9:30 p.m. and 11:30 p.m." would be a list of the flights between 9:30 p.m. and 10 p.m., with a statement of the integrity constraint. Integrity constraints are used to analyze queries through a process called partial subsumption. When a query partially subsumes an integrity constraint, the queryanswering system can inspect the leftover partial constraint for truth value. A partial constraint that is necessarily false indicates a sure failure. A partial constraint that is contained in the query indicates a redundancy.
When users ask queries that do not obtain the information that they seek, relaxation techniques can enable a knowledge-based system in the form of a deductive database to work interactively with a user to find alternative answers that are related to the answers of the original query. 5 (For more information on deductive databases and some of the terminology used in this article, see the sidebar, "Deductive database definitions.")
For example, suppose a user asks for flights from Midway to Washington National Airport that leave after 9:30 p.m. but no later than 11 p.m. If the query fails or no direct answer is satisfactory, relaxation techniques could look for airports near Midway (for example, O'Hare), airports near National (for example, Baltimore-Washington International or Dulles), earlier or later flights, or, failing all of those, perhaps an overnight train.
To enable relaxation, a database designer augments the database with a graph of taxonomic relationships between database predicates (relations) and constants (attribute values). When a query fails to produce any answers-or fails to produce answers that the user desires-the user indicates that relaxation should start. The system uses deduction over the augmented database to find an alternative set of related queries. The interaction continues until no more query relaxations are possible or the user chooses to stop. In the Midway-to-National example, the taxonomic relationships must capture regional relationships among airports, ranges around units of time, and that flying or taking a train are both forms of travel. With relaxation, a user can ask a specific query and get direct answers and related answers. Without relaxation, users must determine alternative queries for themselves, formulate them, and pose them to the system.
A method for relaxation
Parke Godfrey, Jack Minker, and I have defined a method for relaxing queries. 5 A query can be relaxed in at least three ways:
• Rewriting a predicate into a more general predicate, • Rewriting a constant (term) into a more general constant, or • Breaking a join dependency across literals in the query. We achieve the first two relaxations by using taxonomy clauses 5 that define hierarchical type relationships, using the database language. For example, the clauses T1 and T2 in Figure 1a define relationships between the predicates travel, flight, and train.
(The third type of relaxation is achieved by renaming the variables apart.)
In Figure 2 , query Q1 contains a request to travel by plane from Washington, D.C., to Miami, Florida. It can be relaxed to produce the alternative query Q1′. After the relaxation step, SLD (select linear derivation) resolution can be used to find related answers.
Carrying out relaxation. Taxonomy clauses can be already in the database, or they can be a separate set of clauses that the database designer provides as semantic information about the database. Either way, they describe an implicit taxonomy. For example, T1 and T2 in Figure 1a describe a taxonomy in which flights and trains are modes of traveling.
For each taxonomy clause in the database,
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Deductive-database definitions
A term is a constant, a variable, or a function over constants, variables, and functions. For example, the constant c and the variable X are terms, as is the expression f(c, f(X)). An atom is a predicate with terms in its arguments, as in p(X, f(X)). A literal is a positive or negative atom.
Deductive databases comprise syntactic information and semantic information. The syntactic information consists of the intensional database and the extensional database. The IDB is a set of clauses, or rules, of the form A ← B 1 , …, B n , n > 0, where A and each B i is an atom. The EDB is a set of clauses, or facts, of the form A ←, where A is a ground atom (in a ground atom, every argument has a constant value).
Direct answers to database queries, which are clauses of the form ← B 1 , …, B n . are found by using SLD (select linear derivation) resolution on the query, IDB, and EDB to produce a search tree. The search tree's root node is the query clause; each node in the tree is produced by applying an IDB rule to the node above.
The semantic information consists of a set of integrity constraints. Without loss of generality, we assume that integrity constraints have the form ← C 1 , …, C n , E 1 , …, E m , where each C i is a literal whose predicate appears in an EDB fact or the head of an IDB rule.
An integrity constraint restricts the states that a database can take. For example, the integrity constraint "No person can be both male and female," possibly written as ← person(X), male(X), female(X), restricts people in a database from having two genders. Because the constraints on a database add no new deductive knowledge to the database, they are considered semantic information rather than syntactic information. a reciprocal clause is added to the database. The body atom in a taxonomy clause that appears in the hierarchy is called a key atom. The head of a reciprocal clause contains the key atom of a taxonomy clause. The head atom in the taxonomy clause appears in the body of the reciprocal clause. For a taxonomy clause of the form H ← B 1 , …, B n , K, where K is the key atom, the reciprocal clause is relax(K) ← B 1 , …, B n , H. Figure 1b shows the reciprocal clauses are for T1 and T2 in Figure 1a . Taxonomy clauses capture type relations over constants as well as over predicates. For example, Figure 3a diagrams a type taxonomy for airports. The solid lines indicate relationships between predicates, and the dotted lines indicate relationships between a predicate and a constant. The taxonomy clauses in Figure 3b represent some of the taxonomy relationships in Figure 3a . Figure Figure 3c shows the reciprocal clause for T6.
Before relaxation, a query is variable substituted so that the constants are moved out into separate atoms. Variable substitution replaces constants and repeated variables in a query with new unique variables. Then it equates the original constants and variables to the new variables. For relaxation, the equality expression uses the predicate unifies. For example, the variable-substituted form of Q2 is Q2′: To perform deduction and relaxation together, we define a meta-interpreter that takes as input a variable-substituted query Q and uses a database D of rules, facts, and taxonomy clauses to return first direct answers and then relaxed answers. It processes the query in two steps: finding the query's next relaxation, and then finding all answers for the relaxed query.
The meta-interpreter captures relaxation through rewrites of predicates and constants. If we cast the query ← A 1 , …, A n as a list As with the form [A 1 , …, A n ], a Prolog meta-interpreter can then interleave deduction and relaxation. 5 Figure 4a shows the controlling rule.
The first time the predicate relaxing is called, it simply passes the original query As as the list Bs to the predicate solve for processing. Once the predicate solve has found all answers by backtracking through the database rules, one more backtracking step returns to relaxing to get the next relaxed query. This continues until either the user requests no more answers or no new relaxations can be applied to any intermediate relaxed form. The rules in Figure 4b express this behavior.
The relaxing step finds a new relaxed query by looking for a taxonomy clause that matches some literal in the input query. The solve step either performs deduction or applies cooperative-answering techniques or semantic query optimization techniques. 2, 10 Controlling relaxation. One approach to controlling relaxation is to present each potential relaxation of a query to the user and let the user choose one. Another approach is to pursue the relaxations breadth-first.
However, before using either of these approaches, I introduce a method to exploit user constraints to restrict the set of possible relaxations.
User constraints
A user's restrictions on a database can be modeled as a set of user constraints and then used to modify the user's query through semantic query optimization. 10 For example, consider a query to a database, "Which airline can I use to travel from Washington DC to Charles DeGaulle airport?" (see Figure 5a ) and a user constraint, "I refuse to fly into Figure  5 , the rules for travel differ slightly from those for travel in T1 and T2 in Figure 1 .)
With only IDB ∪ EDB, the query can be answered with "Take Delta to JFK and then to CDG." However, the user does not desire such an answer-it violates the user's constraint. An answer that satisfies the user's constraint provides the alternative that does not go through JFK. When Q3 is expanded with I2, Q3′ occurs (see Figure 5d ). Merging Q3′ with U1 produces Q3′′ (see Figure 5e ).
Subsequently, a solution obtained with E1 that substitutes JFK for X fails because 'JFK' ≠ 'JFK' is false. The answer obtained from E3-"Take an Air France flight from BWI to CDG"-will suit the user more than an answer that does not consider the user's interests.
Formalizing user constraints.
To formalize the concept of user constraints, we assume that the EDB and IDB are functionfree. Each clause in the EDB and IDB takes the form H ← B 1 , …, B n , paraphrased as "The atom H is true if the literals B 1 through B n are true." To deal with negative information, we also assume a closed world. In the following discussion, DB denotes a set of IDB rules and EDB facts. L is the language of DB, and E is the following set of evaluable predicates: {=, <, >, ≤, ≥, and is, with +, −, *, and ÷}.
A user constraint is a clause of the form ← P 1 , …, P m , E 1 , …, E n , where each P i is a literal in L and each E j is an evaluable atom with a predicate in E.
To restrict the answer set of a query with a set of user constraints, the user constraints are semantically compiled into the query.
A user-constrained rule takes the form A ← B 1 , …, B m , {R 1 , …, R n }, where A is the procedure head of the rule, each literal B i is either an extensional predicate or an evaluable predicate, and the R j s are residues, or partial constraints, obtained from the rule A ← B 1 , …, B m and some set of user constraints.
Let DBS be a semantically constrained database with a set of IDB rules, I. Let UC be a set of user constraints in the language of DBS. The user-constrained database of DBS, DBS′, is the set of user-constrained rules obtained from I and UC.
If a user constraint is semantically compiled into a query, the answers for the new query reflect the constraint's restrictions. To show this property, we need to define answer: Let Q be a query, ← Q 1 , …, Q n , where each Q i is a literal. Let {θ 1 , …, θ m } be a set of substitutions such that for each
An integrity constraint, IC, is always true in a database-that is, DB ∪ IC is consistent. This is not necessarily true of a user constraint. User constraints have a slightly different characterization because we wish to use them to check answer substitutions that have been obtained for a query.
For a query Q and a user constraint U, if U is semantically compiled into Q to form a new query Q′, every answer to Q′ satisfies U. Intuitively, we can check each answer substitution θ by applying it to each variablesubstituted user constraint that partially subsumes the query with the one-way substitution σ. If the database entails the instantiated user constraint-that is, DB Uσθ-the answer substitution is acceptable. If the database does not entail the instantiated user constraint, the answer substitution violates the user constraint.
A short example illustrates the relationship between an answer substitution and a user constraint. Consider the query, "Which airlines fly from DCU to other airports?" and the variable-substituted user constraint, "I don't want to know about flights into JFK" (see Figure 6a ). In the figure, U partially subsumes Q4 with the substitution σ = {A/AA, N/NN, 'DCU'/Y, X/Z}. Figure 6b shows the semantically compiled query.
Suppose that the database DB has the three facts shown in Figure 6c . Then, Q4′ has the two answer substitutions shown in Figure 6d . We apply each substitution to the user constraint to obtain two instantiated constraints, Uσ θ 1 and Uσ θ 2 (see Figure 6e ). In this case, for i = 1 and i = 2, DB Uσθ i trivially, because the body of the user constraint evaluates to false, thus making the entire user Restricting relaxation with user constraints. Users may build a variety of concerns into queries. When the queries are relaxed, those concerns might be dismissed. User constraints provide a means to separate properties that a user wishes to hold for every query, from properties that a user has assembled for a particular query.
Consider the query in Figure 7a , which asks for flights from Dulles airport to Orly and asks whether Dulles is safe. Variable substitution, relaxation, and deduction with R1 and T1 produce the relaxed query in Figure 7b .
If the user's intent in the original query was to make sure that the airport of departure was safe, the intent is lost in the relaxed query. A better way is to let the user express this intent through the user constraint in Figure 7c , which means "I want to know about flights from X to Y only if X is safe."
Given the revised query in Figure 7d , semantic query optimization with U2 produces Q5 in Figure 7a . Relaxation of Q6 produces the query in Figure 7e . Applying U2 to Q6′ produces a restricted query that ensures that the airport of departure is safe (see Figure 7f) .
In other cases, user constraints can eliminate relaxations that the user would not want. For example, suppose a user expresses that he or she does not want to take a train trip that is more than 300 miles (see Figure 8a) .
If the user asks about flights from Washington, D.C., National to Boston's Logan Airport using query Q7, the relaxed query using R1 and T2 would be Q7′ (see Figure 8b) .
The user constraint U2 applies to the relaxed query to produce Q7′′ (see Figure  8c ). Q7′′ is eliminated by EDB facts E6 through E8.
The example about safe airports illustrates how user constraints help express persistent properties separately and carry them into relaxed queries. The example about the train trip illustrates how user constraints can help express limiting information that can eliminate possible relaxations. Each of these applications of user constraints makes the relaxation technique more tightly coupled with users' interests over the database domain.
Heuristics
Because several directions for relaxation might be available even when applying the user constraints, a method for ordering a query's possible relaxations is necessary. Jack Minker and Annie Gal described a method that uses integrity constraints to correct misconceptions in a user's queries (see the sidebar, "Identifying cooperative information"). They provided heuristics for selecting which integrity constraints or false presuppositions to return to a user. Their heuristics are adapted here to order relaxations. Using the heuristics, the cooperativeanswering system analyzes queries for potential problems before presenting the queries to the user.
The heuristics inspect any misconceptions in a query that have been identified through query optimization. The cooperative-answering system identifies three types of misconceptions: those that cause a query to fail, those that cause a query to cover redundant search space, and those that cause a query to have a very large number of answer substitutions. The first type is the most useful for ordering possible relaxations. In the following heuristic rules, a misconception is considered to be a set of subgoals that ensures that a query will fail: Figure 6 . The query, "Which airlines fly from DCU to other airports?" and the variable-substituted user constraint, "I don't want to know about flights into JFK" (a); the semantically compiled query (b); three facts from the database for the query (c); two answer substitutions for Q4′ (d); two instantiated constraints for the query: Uσ θ 1 and Uσ θ 2 (e). To see how these rules work for ordering relaxations, consider the integrity constraints in Figure 9a , which say that only military personnel can fly on military flights (IC1) and that no flight leaves Andrews Air Force Base for Los Angeles after 11 p.m (IC2). Both constraints apply to the query, Q8, "Can Dr. Silva fly on a military flight from Andrews AFB to Los Angeles after midnight?" (see Figure 9b) .
IC1 would require an EDB search on military_personnel('Silva') to detect a violation. IC2 does not. Thus, according to heuristic 2a, relaxation of the query
Identifying cooperative information
Integrity constraints specify unchanging states of the database, such as "Every entity that is a medical doctor must have a medical degree" and "No entity is both a doctor and a lab technician." Jack Minker and Annie Gal's cooperative-answering system uses integrity constraints to provide alternative responses to users. 1 If a user asks a query such as, "Who are all of the employees at Metropolitan Hospital who are both lab technicians and doctors?" the query would be sure to fail to have any answers. A literal answer would be, "None." A better answer would contain the constraint information, "No one is both a doctor and a lab technician." Alternatively, a user might ask, "Who are the doctors at Metropolitan Hospital with medical degrees?" A literal answer would list all the doctors at the hospital. A cooperative and informative answer would tell the user, "All doctors have medical degrees." The system might then list all the doctors, or it might ask whether the user still wants a list. In both cases, the user's query has a misconception about the database contents, and the integrity-constraint information corrects the misconception. In the first case, the misconception causes the query to fail; in the second, it causes the query to cover extra search space when seeking answers.
The cooperative-answering system uses semantic query optimization to identify interactions between integrity constraints and queries. These techniques reveal cooperative information to be included in an answer to a query. The system also searches for false presuppositions of failed queries. Letting a user know about a false presupposition is an alternative way of providing an informative answer.
The system uses a set of heuristic rules to determine which pieces of cooperative information should be included when multiple pieces of information are available. In addition, the user is provided with a means to ask for terse or for highly explanatory answers. If no constraint identifies a misconception, but several false presuppositions are available, the most general false presupposition is selected for relaxation. Consider a variablesubstituted query Q9 asking for flights from Andrews to LAX, which violates neither of the above constraints (see Figure 9c ). It contains the presuppositions that flights from Andrews exist and that flights from Andrews to LAX exist. If the database contains no information about flights from Andrews, the query will fail and both presuppositions will be false. According to the relaxation-ordering rules, the atom corresponding to the more general false presupposition-X unifies Andrews-should be relaxed.
These heuristics have several important properties. Misconceptions are relaxed first. The relaxation process formulates a new, corrected query for a user. The user then can use the relaxed query or pose an entirely new query.
Rules 2a, b, and c make the query-answering process more efficient. Rule 2a avoids the expense of EDB search whenever possible. Identifying misconceptions via integrityconstraint violations is much less expensive than searching for the least-failed subqueries of a query. Thus, Rule 2b delays search for false presuppositions until after integrityconstraint violations are relaxed. Rule 2c focuses relaxation to take place first on the simplest violations.
Rule 3 deals with derived constraints. When constraints take the form of a rule, as in IC3 (see Figure 10) , deriving new constraints, such as IC5 from IC3 and IC4, might be possible. IC3 says that any flight longer than 1.5 hours that starts between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. must be a lunch flight. IC4 says that no United Express flight can be a lunch flight. IC5, derived from IC3 and IC4, says that no United Express flight can be more than 1.5 hours long or it must not start between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.
If a query violated all three of these constraints, Rule 3 would give higher relaxation priority to the atoms involved in the violation of IC5, because IC5 would reflect the misconceptions identified by all three constraints. Consequently, Rule 3 focuses relaxation on elements of the query that are the most incorrect.
The heuristic rules can be used in two ways. They can order a set of possible relaxations before the relaxations are presented to the user as alternatives, or they can automatically select a relaxed query. Selecting between these two modes of interaction is an open problem. It requires testing users' ongoing interactions with a system. The better choice will probably be sensitive to the database's domain and the user's level of expertise.
An algorithm for processing queries
To implement user constraints to restrict relaxation and to order possible relaxations with the heuristic rules, query processing follows four steps, through the modules depicted in Figure 11: (1) A query Q is processed with deduction as usual or with cooperative-answering techniques. 1 Figure 10 . Constraints IC4 and IC5 can be derived from IC3.
IC3: lunch_flight(X) ← flight_times(X, T1, T2), T1 > 11:00, T1 < 13:00, Diff is T2-T2, Diff > 1:30. IC4: ← lunch_flight(X), airline(X, 'United Express'). IC5: ← airline(X, 'United Express'), flight_times(X, T1, T2), T1 > 11:00, T1 < 13:00, Diff is T2-T2, Diff > 1:30. . next, or selects the highest-priority relaxed query for relaxation.
To illustrate the algorithm's effects during query processing, consider a user who is searching protein databases for enzymes with particular properties. The user has a lab set up for handling microbial DNA.
Integrity constraints IC1, IC2, and IC3 (see Figure 12a ) express the domain knowledge that "Organisms must have phosphate dehydrogenase," "Thermophilic organisms live at temperatures greater than 37ºC," and "An organism's enzymes operate efficiently at the living temperature of the organism." The set of taxonomy clauses in Figure 12b captures hierarchical relationships about energyactivation enzymes, dehydrogenases, and thermophilic organisms. Figure 12c shows the reciprocal clauses for the taxonomy clauses. Two user constraints (see Figure 12d) express that the user is interested in microbial organisms and in inorganic dehydrogenases.
Suppose the user poses the query, "List all SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1997 55 Figure 12 . Three constraints for enzyme-hunting (a); taxonomy clauses for enzyme hunting (b); the reciprocal clauses (c); two user constraints (d); a query for organisms that have a phosphate dehydrogenase enzyme that operates efficiently above 70°C (e); the constrained query (f); its equivalent query (g); the relaxed query compiled with IC2 and IC3 (h); its equivalent query (i); three queries produced by applying R1 and R3 to Q1 (j); three queries further modified with user constraints U1 and U2 (k).
organisms with phosphate dehydrogenase enzymes that operate efficiently above 70ºC" (see Figure 12e) . The integrity constraints optimize the query to be "List all thermophilic organisms that live at temperatures above 70ºC"; the user constraint modifies it further to return only microbial thermophilic organisms. Relaxation reformulates the original query to look for organisms with enzymes that are related to phosphate dehydrogenase (for example, enzymes that remove hydrogen from other inorganic compounds or other enzymes that activate energy molecules, such as NADH-dehydrogenase) or that operate at temperatures lower than 70º. However, it would maintain the user's restriction to microbial organisms. Now let's look at this process in more detail. The initial query, Q, is first compiled with U1 and then IC1 to produce the query Q1 in Figure 12f , which is equivalent to the query Q1 in Figure 12g .
Compiling Q′ with IC2 and then IC3 produces Q2 (see Figure 12h) . When reordered for syntactic optimization (assuming the relation thermophilic is a subset of the relation organism, organism(O) ← thermophilic(O).) and logically reduced, Q2 is equivalent to the query shown in Figure 12i .
Given the taxonomy clauses above, Q′′ has no relaxations that would escape immediate elimination by semantic compilation with the integrity constraints. So, relaxation must proceed from the original query, Q. Both R1 and R3 apply and, in a series of relaxation steps, lead to the queries in Figure 12j .
After user constraints are applied, the restricted Q5 will be equivalent to Q3 after semantic compilation using the taxonomy clause about the dehydrogenase relation as an integrity constraint (see Figure 12k ).
Using general sources of semantic information
The section "Relaxation" assumed that the database designer provides the semantic relationships between predicates. However, it is important to consider alternative sources of semantic information about a domain. One such source lies in electronic thesaurii: curated repositories of semantic relationships between words and phrases. I'll now introduce a method for using thesaurus information to derive taxonomy clauses.
The minimal requirement for an electronic thesaurus is that thesaurus information can be rewritten as pairs of terms labeled by semantic relationships, as in related ('carpet', 'rug'), broader('floor covering', 'rug'). We assume that the terms used in queries either have no arguments or, if they do have arguments, they have no dependent variables and no constants. For information retrieval in which queries are formed from combinations of terms, pattern descriptions, and boolean operators, this assumption does not limit the scope of queries.
So that relaxation can accommodate multiple types of semantic relationships, we augment the relaxation rules with an extra argument to hold the direction of relaxation. The binary thesaurus information is then expressed through relax clauses of the form relax(Term, Direction) ← Newterm. Thus, related('carpet', 'rug') would be represented as relax ('rug', related) ← 'carpet'.
If we add a direction argument to the relaxation rules discussed in "Carrying out relaxation," we obtain the meta-interpreter shown in Figure 13 . Solving a query through this meta-interpreter involves these steps:
(1) Find all answers to the initial query. For a highly connected thesaurus, this process has two problems. First, the search space of alternative queries and the number 56 IEEE EXPERT Figure 13 . Meta-interpreter that incorporates a direction argument.
relax_solve(As, Direction) ← relaxing(As, Bs, Direction), solve(Bs). of resulting answers is potentially overwhelming. Second, the user cannot fine-tune which terms should be substituted, nor does the user have a chance to change relaxation directions based on intermediate responses.
Adding user constraints on the relaxation rules addresses these problems. With user constraints of the following form, users can define allowable directions of relaxation and allowable terms to be relaxed: D = d di ir re ec c--t ti io on n, Q =u ue er ry y_ _t te er rm m ← relax (Q, D) where the user gives the designators d di ir re ec ct ti io on n andu ue er ry y_ _t te er rm m values from the thesaurus. Expressed as a denial, constraints of this form become ← relax(Q, D), (D ≠ d di ir re ec ct ti io on n ∨ Q ≠u ue er ry y_ _t te er rm m.
If the user constraints are compiled into the relaxation rule at each iteration before being applied to the current query, users can change the constraints and control the relaxation dynamically. To allow this, we must declare a new predicate that buffers between the meta-interpreter rule and the thesaurus data: relax(Curr, Dir, New) ← clause(relax(Curr, Dir), New).
If we redefine the user constraints to use the new three-argument relax predicate, a user-constrained meta-interpreter has the form shown in Figure 14 , where N is the number of user constraints on relaxation.
The next step beyond this formalism is to address the question of how to enable users to specify that substitutions for a term should come only from a particular subset of thesaurus data. For example, suppose that a query contains the term 'tanks'. The ES&H thesaurus (which I'll discuss in the next section) gives two broader terms for 'tanks': 'large containers' and 'land-based vehicles'. Addressing this problem is beyond this article's scope. Instead, in implementation, the user chooses whenever more than one alternative exists for a particular term.
Implementation and applications
To demonstrate thesaurus-mediated query relaxation, I built a World Wide Web prototype cooperative query constructor (CQC) that accepts a user's query and lets the user modify it through constrained relaxation or send it to remote query processors. After receiving answers, the user can relax the query further or quit.
To drive the relaxation, two types of electronic thesaurii were parsed into binary facts. The ES&H (environment, safety, and health) thesaurus is a curated, domain-specific collection of relationships. It covers the domain of environmental legislation maintained by the US Department of Energy's Office of Science and Technology, converted into binary semantic relationships. The Moby thesaurus (available from grady@netcom.com) is a general collection of relationships between words in English. Although users can switch thesaurii between relaxation steps, they cannot mix the thesaurii in a single relaxation operation.
To start a query-answering interaction, the user types in an initial query of keywords, say, 'inactive mines', 'active mines'. The user then loads a thesaurus and chooses to relax the query. The system detects which query terms can be relaxed and prompts the user to select a term and the direction of relaxation-for example, 'inactive mines' and related. The
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. system presents a list of alternative terms: 'abandoned areas', 'land reclamation'. The user selects an alternative and says whether to replace a current term or add to the query. So, for example, if the user selects 'abandoned areas' to replace 'inactive mines', the new query becomes 'abandoned areas', 'active mines'. The process continues until the user is satisfied, selects a remote server, and dispatches the query.
For the ES&H domain, the system sends queries in batch form to remote WAIS servers, which return excerpts of matching documents. The implementation also includes a second domain, that of Richard Goerwitz's Bible Browser (http://goon.stg. brown.edu/bible_browser/pbeasy.shtml). For the Bible domain, the system inserts queries into the Bible Browser query form, at which point users have full access to the retrieval mechanisms provided by the Bible Browser system. Both the ES&H retrieval system and the Bible Browser use keyword searches to find the appropriate subdocument for a posed query. The CQC interface with the Bible Browser and the ES&H domain is publicly available at http://www.mcs.anl.gov/home/ gaasterl/cqc.html.
USI NG COOPERATIVE-ANSWERING strategies for information systems other than those that are deductive or relational databases will become increasingly important as variously formatted digital repositories multiply. The thesaurus information lets users use semantic information that is either specific to the data repository or general to the domain to manipulate queries before they are sent to the system. The user chooses which source of semantic information and which information server to use. As a result, the system can reside remotely from the information server; it can be easily adapted or extended to new query languages; and new sources of semantic information can easily be integrated into the system. The CQC system helps users deal with extensive unfamiliar domains and with familiar domains of unfamiliar organization.
It is worthwhile to consider how these cooperative behaviors might apply to two or more knowledge bases exchanging information to achieve a goal. Let's examine three hypothetical scenarios.
First, consider two processors, each with a separate knowledge base. When one processor sends a subquery to another processor for solution, if integrity constraint violations are detected at the second processor, the misconception should be returned to the first processor. Whether the first processor should incorporate the misconception into the answer or use the information to "learn" that the second processor cannot answer queries that violate the integrity constraints, is an open question. In this scenario, detection of integrity-constraint violations becomes a means to determine whether or not a particular processor can answer a subquery. This might be useful for guiding communication between processors or for building a more informative answer.
Second, suppose that a first processor sends a query to a second processor that is not available and that the second processor is the only one with the definite information to solve the query. If a third processor is able to solve a relaxed version of the query, the overall system could at least provide related answers to the original query. In this scenario, relaxation becomes a means to redirect subqueries.
Finally, suppose that the first processor divides a query into a local query and a remote query and that the link to the remote processor is slow. The first processor could formulate a "user constraint" to eliminate the remote portion and then include the user constraint in the answer. In this scenario, user constraints become a means to return intermediate answers quickly and to characterize them so that the user knows the answer is incomplete.
In each of these scenarios, the critical point is that the cooperative behavior between two entities lets them provide answers that they could not provide without cooperation.
User constraints as defined in this article classify potential answers into those that satisfy the user and those that do not. Alternative definitions of user constraints allow the expression of priorities and preferences as well as needs. In related work, Jorge Lobo and I have defined user constraints as annotated logic-programming statements that qualify, or label, derived and factual literals in the database. 4 The user constraints are compiled into a database, and every answer to a query receives a qualitative label. A new query-answering process lets users ask for answers with labels or for answers that meet some qualitative level as defined by a partial lattice over the annotations. How to use annotated user constraints to control relaxation remains an open question.
